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Focused ion beam nanolithography resources were mainly based on nanotechnology due to its stability and ease of use, focused ion beam scanning on the surface of a material removes materials with the desired pattern and with high nanoscale accuracy, and for The conceptual design of focused ion beam nanolithography uses and integrates similar components: sources, extraction and acceleration, optics, scan coils, sample stage, electron detectors, etc. Interestingly, the focused ion beam nanolithography equipment provides the user with all imaging, nanostructural and analysis capabilities of both technologies in a single platform. For this reason, focused ion beam technology has become very popular for performing special tasks such as cross-sectional imaging, preparation of nanodevice layers, nanopatterning of materials, and circuit editing. Focused ion beam nanolithography is capable of directly removing materials without much use of resistors. As a direct nanolithography method, the number of processing steps is minimized compared to other methods.

Focused ion beam nanolithography, as a sequential nanolithography technique, is inherently slow and its throughput is much lower than other techniques, and Ga+ -based liquid metal ion source has become the most widespread type of source in focused ion beam nanolithography equipment. has been However, in recent years, new developments in sources such as gas field ion sources, plasma sources and metal alloy sources are the next step in terms of resolution or power. Since the ion-matter interaction is stronger than the electron-matter interaction, it can create harmful effects on the remaining material and change its physical and chemical properties.
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